The making of an ethnic group: the Romaioi in the 12th-13th centuries
Christos Malatras

In matters regarding ethnic or national identity, Byzantium until recently was seen from two
opposing perspectives. That the Byzantines considered themselves Greeks but hid it behind
the label of the Roman citizen, “Romaios”, due to the pejorative notion of paganism that the
word “Hellen” had received in the Late Antiquity.1 Or, according to the second view, that the
multi-ethnic character of the Byzantine empire and Christianity entails a denial by modern
historians of any national or ethnic identity for the Byzantines.2 Only recently attempts like
Magdalino‟s, Beaton‟s or Kaldellis‟ have tried to challenge these prevailing views. 3
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However it is essential to study the terminology of our sources. The modern sociological
theory defines the ethnic group as a social group based on the observance of common cultural
traits between the members of the same group. Ethnic groups are built on the basis of
observable cultural differences (such as clothes, language, religion, way of life etc.) and the
cohesion of the group is based on the maintenance of safe boundaries. Usually the ethnic
groups claim common descent between the members of the same group and have one
collective name.4 Three terms are used in the sources of 12th-13th centuries to denote what we
would call ethnic group: genos, ethnos and phylon. There is no essential difference between
these terms and they are used interchangeably for the Franks, the Italians, the Venetians, the
Turks etc.. Most importantly all three terms are used for the Romaioi as well.5 Consequently,
the Byzantines are omophyloi, omoethneis, and omogeneis between them, whereas all the
others are allophyloi, alloethneis, allogeneis. It is also clear that these terms do not apply to
religious communities. For the later we come across the terms omopistoi, omophronoi or
omodoxoi.6
Then there is the question: who is a Romaios? At first sight the term seems to have a twofold
meaning. In the first place we have the political label of Romaios: it is used to denote the
whole Byzantine empire or all the Byzantines or the Byzantine army as a force.7 But the non
native regiments of the Byzantine army were Romans only as far as they fought for the
Romans. There are cases where Romaios is used for a specific section of the army. So, John
Kinnamos says for the army that Manuel I sent to Italy that it consisted of Alans, of Germans
and of Romaioi.8
In addition certain people are called Romaioi. This is true for the populace of Greek-speaking
places like Constantinople, Thessalonike, the Aegean islands. But is used also for the
Christian inhabitants of Turkish occupied places like Ikonion. It is used for certain people in
the literary works. Some cases are very remarkable like that of a certain Gabras, follower of
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the Turkish Sultan, for whom Kinnamos says that he was a Romaios by race but was raised
among the Turks. The interesting thing is that many subjects of the emperor are not called
Romaioi, but they are allogeneis or even sometimes barbarians. So John Italos, the famous
philosopher and student of Psellos who was accused of heresy, is called barbarian as well;9
and a certain Isach, a baptized Christian and trusted follower of Manuel Komnenos;10 Among
other allogeneis figure John Axouch, member of the Byzantine elite at the time of John II
Komnenos, who was a Persian by race;11 the military commander Prosouch who was Persian
by race but was raised and educated in Roman ways.12 The Vlach Ivanko, commander of
Philipopolis, while preparing his revolt, is said to have started increasing the size of his army
with more of his omophyloi, while decreasing the number of the Romaioi.13 Thus we see that
this was not only a construction of the literati but a reality recognised by the people.
The Romaioi had their land, it seems not to have been coterminous with the whole Byzantine
empire. So provinces like Serbia, Bulgaria, Cilicia are treated differently than the lands of
the Romaioi.14 Moreover certain allogeneis populations inhabited the lands of Romaioi.
Latins, Armenians, Vlachs, Albanians, Bulgarians etc..15
Disloyalty to the emperor is not sufficient for someone to be considered as non-Roman. The
aforementioned Ivanko is a Vlach, but other apostates are Romaioi, like Leo Sgouros in
Argos
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someone to be called Romaios. The most obvious cases are those of the Bulgarians and
Serbians, but this is true also for the Egyptian Orthodox, who are separated from the Romaioi
Orthodox of Egypt (i.e. the Greek-speaking populace of Egypt) 18 and also for a whole clan of
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heretics like the Bogomils.19 But even the Greek language is not a safe criterion for someone
to be seen as a Romaios. In addition to the Bogomils, in the Alexiad we have the case of some
Greek-speaking semi-barbarians (κημνβάξβαξνη ἐιιελίδνληεο). They helped the Turks in their
attacks against the emperor Alexios I Komnenοs.20 Presumably they were Muslims, the off
spring of mixed marriages and this condition, along with their support of the Turks, made
them non-Romans. These two characteristics, the main boundaries of the ethnic group, to be
Orthodox and Greek-speaking, had to be acquired by a person from his birth. So John Italos,
albeit a subject of the emperor and (at least born) Orthodox, was a native Italian speaker and
so a barbarian. Undoubtedly though, to speak the Greek language was a much stronger
criterion. So, it comes about that the term allogenes is commonly a synonym with
allophonos/alloglotos (of another language).21
Did the Byzantines call themselves Greeks? There is a handful of references in the 12th
century in which it seems that the word denotes the Byzantines. Most of them, though, seem
like a word-play and stem from a purely rhetorical context. For example Niketas Choniates
wonders about the leader of the Normans who had sacked Thessalonike in 1184: “How much
evil did this Roman-hater (κηζορρώκαηος) allow and how much disdain he held for every
Hellen”.22
It has been claimed by some modern researchers that the scholars of the 12th century
deployed all this rhetoric of Hellenism in order to differentiate themselves, the educated
Hellenes, the true descendants of the ancient Hellenes philosophers and writers, from the
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barbarians that were living not only outside the empire but even in it, the uneducated Greek
or semi-Greek populace.23 We have to underline that apart from one reference by George
Tornikes, in which he expresses his regret that uneducated barbarians are preferred to fill up
posts, instead of Greeks,
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Greeks” are the scholars. Certainly, all this rhetoric play with Hellenism was theirs and they
must have included themselves in this, but it was not Greek education that made them a
“kind” of Greeks.
And suddenly a cataclysmic event: the fall of Constantinople in April 1204 to the Crusaders.
For the Byzantines it was a shock. This brought forth an unprecedented patriotism, an
ethnicism on part of the Romaioi. All the ethnic differences are now stressed provoking
hostilities and sometimes shaping loyalties. So Akropolites thinks it is natural that the
Bulgarian population of northern Macedonia shifted its loyalty quickly and delivered its cities
to the Bulgarian ruler, or that the Byzantine population of Melnik (presumambly Greek
speaking, distinguishing the Bulgarians) delivered the city to John III Batatzes on grounds
that they were homogeneis.25 The authors after the fall of Constantinople feel contempt for
the fates of the Romaioi. The king of Bulgaria Kalojan massacred the population of the cities
of Thrace and took the epithet of Roman-slayer, Romaioktonos.26 Akropolites believes that
the Latin and Bulgarian races have a natural hatred for the Romans. Many Byzantine authors
urge for the restoration of the Roman realm.27
It is exactly at this time that we can date the first certain references to Greeks. The term
Graikos appears in the History of Niketas Choniates in pieces that he wrote after the fall of
Constantinople. All references to Graikos denote the Byzantines but are used in a Latin
23
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context, to show what the Latins call the Byzantines.28 But even though the Graikos seems to
mean in this context the Orthodox Christian, the evidence we have suggests that this is not
the case. For example in the correspondence of the Constantinopolitan priests with the Latins,
the latter figure not only as allodoxoi but also as allogeneis.29
The term Hellen used in the 12th century in a rather rhetorical context, now in some cases
straightforwardly denotes the Byzantines. This is most common in the letters of the emperor
Theodore II Laskaris, and also in the history of Niketas Choniates after the fall of
Constantinople.30 Certainly this change reveals a growing attachment of the scholars to the
Hellenic part of their identity but we cannot conclude to a Greek ethnic identity, since this is
not a uniform phenomenon and is even doubtful among scholars. However, it is clear that the
essence of being a Romaios do not change when it shifts to Graikos or Hellen. It is the same
ethnic group.

Ethnic identity is not only a matter of a name, or how you build your identity opposed to the
Other, but it is also a matter of how you construct your past and where you trace the common
descent that the members of an ethnic group claim. It is sufficient to remember of the various
adventures that the Greek national identity had during the last two centuries, with
occasionally the rejection of the Byzantine past or its increased importance or even the
hilarious attempt to identify the Albanians with the ancient Pelasgians in an effort to unite the
two people in the period just before the emergence of Albanian nationalism in the beginning
of the 20th century.31
The components of the Byzantine construction of their past are three: the ancient Greek
heritage, the Christian heritage and the ancient Roman heritage. The Byzantine literary works
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are full of quotations from ancient Greek authors or the Holy Bible and full of exemplae of
biblical, ancient Greek or Roman personages. All three elements are exhibited to different
degrees, in the writings of all Byzantine authors, and the importance of each one depends on
the preferences of the specific author and of the occasion and purpose of each work. Thus for
example it is natural that speeches that praise a churchman or that are delivered on a religious
feast are full of biblical quotations and exemplae.
On account of the rhetorical motive presenting the Byzantines as God‟s Chosen People (to
ethnos to agion) and also of the content and the structure of the byzantine chronicles, some
modern scholars were ready to accept that a Byzantine‟s past was nothing more than the
history of the Chosen People of God.32 The Byzantine chronicles usually begin with the
Creation of the World by God and finish at the lifetime of the author. They tend to be brief in
the start, more extensive after Constantine I and this increase continues as the author comes
closer to his time. Jewish biblical history is usually succeeded by the history of the Roman
emperors after Augustus and Greek history is only dealt with in connection with these two
basic parameters. The main theme of world history is the Succession of Kingdoms, the last of
which is the empire of the Romans.33 We should note hereby that the literary genre of the
chronicle had this structure since its foundation and the Byzantine authors did not and could
not change it, even though in a certain degree they could successfully include their program
and preferences, like for example Zonaras, who included an extensive part of the history of
republican Rome in his chronicle. Moreover, the motive of the “holy nation” is very rare in
our texts, and it is of course always a rhetorical expression.34 Even the Latins during the 12th
century are sometimes called “the holy nation”.35 The Byzantines belonged to this holy nation
only if they are Christians in the context of the text.
On the other hand, the ancient Greek past even during the 12th century does not seem to have
a special place. When we meet the ancient Greeks, they are always those Greeks. They do not
32
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seem to be part of us (the Byzantines).36 What is important however and happens exactly
during this time is the increase of the Greek element in literature and its different treatment.
The ancient Greeks earlier despised for their paganism, now become models to be imitated.
Scholars come to feel nostalgic for the time of the Ancient Greeks, they re-create past worlds
in their works, they cite Greek authors side by side with Christian Fathers and they admire
the ancient monuments.37 Still they never called themselves Hellenes and they never seem to
share this past.
This development goes alongside with another one: the diminution of the Latin Roman past.
Not only exemplae of Latin personages are almost lacking from literature, but also the
Romans of antiquity are viewed as Others; still not us. They are those Italians Romans, the
descendants of Aineias (Aineiades Romaioi), they are even sometimes called barbarians.38
The empire of these Romans seem to have ended in 476, when Romulus Augustulus was
deposed and their descendants are now the Latins, not the Byzantines.39 What is becoming
36
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clear is that the Byzantines‟ past does not go earlier than the foundation of Constantinople,
the transfer of kingship (basileia) there (as part also of the idea of the Succession of
Kingdoms), to the capital of the eastern Romans (Romaioi tes eoas). Constantine was so great
not only because he happened to be the first Christian emperor, but also because he
transferred the kingship to Constantinople, the New Rome and this fact permitted to the
Byzantines to be called Romaioi. This capital transfer is their myth of descent, which myth,
however, does not include the old Rome anymore. The Byzantines considered themselves
first of all descendants of Constantine, and not of Augustus, David, or Alexander the Great.
After the shock of 1204 the ethnicity on part of the Byzantines takes a new shape. They feel
that they not only lost their New Jerusalem, their New Rome but that this was also their
punishment for the capture of Troy and the massacre of the Trojans, the supposed ancestors
of the Romans and the Latins.40 Many Byzantines do not hesitate any more to call themselves
Greeks and this for the first time finds its way to the official ideology. 41 The main objective
though of this ethnicity was not to create a new basis but to build upon the already
established official imperial ideology. So, when its main aim was fulfilled, the recapture of
Constantinople, these voices were receded to the pre-1204 situation and until the time of
Plethon in the 15th century.
These two centuries were vital for the future of Greek identity. First of all, it is exactly at this
time that the ethnic group of the Romaioi came into being and set up its boundaries
effectively separating itself from the Others. Secondly, exactly at this time it rehabilitated its
ancient Greek past, rejected its pre-Constantinian Latin past and acknowledged that the
Christian religion is not sufficient to shape the identity of its group. Only with both these
developments could this ethnic group survive in the next centuries and then in the 19th
century build a new nation-state and a national ideology and change officially its ethnic name
from Romaios to Hellenas.
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his Hellenic descent: Grumel V., “L'authenticite de la lettre de Jean Vatatzès, empereur de Nicée, au pape
Grégoire IX”, Echos d’Orient 29 (1930), 452-458.
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